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A

PILGRIMAGE DIARY
by Pat Simons
INDIA (I)

Introduction
Thls installment of the pilgrimage travel diary,
which was begun last issue, will cover the first two
weeks spent by Philip Kapleau and his three companions
in India. Beginning in New Delhi, it describes their
travels north to the Tibetan refugee settlement in the
Himalayan town of Dharmsala and south to the desert
cave temples of Elora and Ajanta, an hour's flight
west of Bombay.
Because India is so immense and her culture so
varied, the words and pictures which follow really
can be no more than a series of impressions. The few
generalizations which do appear are thus tentative,
being based mainly on the author's enthusiasm and not
any particular knowledge of Indian culture and history.
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February 19, 1970
New Delhi! Rerouted to Bangkok this
morning because of grey skies here, we
arrive withe sunny afternoon. Flying
over western Turkey, the landscape we
saw below was cracked and shattered.
White-capped granite ranges scattered
into deserts of rust-red rock. Surrounding Bangkok was a world of sweating jungles and savannah green. Now-descending into Delhi--we glide above a
sprawling plain of tiny farms.

of an airline official. Then the bus
ride to Connaught Circle, New Delhi's
hub, lifts our spirits. Nearly ~verwhelmed by the jaded energy of Istanbul,
we sense an equal power here, but in
comparison it seems like stepping out of
doors on a clear day. The children by
the roadside stare, their gaze unwavering, their shining eyes limpid pools of
brown.

Disembarking, we are sucked into the
bog of Indian customs. After a couple
of hburs we are extracted> harried but
still intact, through the kind attention

February 21
Last night we bedded down in the new
International Youth Hostel. Arising
early to a humid day we breakfast in a
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large room whose sanctuary is invaded
by a gang of tiny birds. Entering
through the open windows, their swoops
and tweets elicit from the waiters
rushes of towel waving. This little
war, which will continue through our
stay, remains a stand-off. The birds
fly in at their own free will-the
waiters flap away at theirs.

February 22

We eat chappatis (a flat pancakebread), some yogurt, scrambled eggs,
and tea-and set off for the Maha Bodhi
Society. The Society, founded around
the turn of the century, maintains
libraries and overnight sleeping accommodations for Buddhist monks throughout India, chiefly at the large Buddhist
centers such as Bodh-Gaya and Sarnath.
Curiously, the Society's buildings form
only part of a larger Hindu temple compound. They are in fact as brightly
painted and gaudily decorated as the
Hindu. Even the golden Buddha in the
Maha Bodhi temple is wrapped in bright
orange robes and decked with beads,
bangles and garlands of flowers! As
someone once said, Buddhism didn't die
in India, it was smothered in the
loving embrace of Hinduism.
After a short conversation with the
Ceylonese 'monk in charge, all of us are
drawn to the more active Hindu temple by
the sound of chanting. Ent~ring, we
find an elf-like old man singing to the
accompaniment of his own harmonium and
the tabla (drums) of a young man, who
kneels at his feet. The elder sits on a
stone bench. Sitting before him along
with a crowd of Indians, we listen for
about a half an hour.

Today has been agreed upon as a day
of rest. Bob and Hugh, however, free
from the intestinal troubles common to
India (and their two companions), go off
to investigate the local Tibetan t 'e mple.
It belongs to the Gelugpa sect which
places less emphasis on Tantric practices than do the other Tibetan sects.
There they encounter two monks, cousins
and companions in the Dharma. ·The older,
23 years of age, is named Lakan-Tulku.
"Tulku" is a title signifying that its
bearer is considered an incarnation of
some spiritually developed personage.
When such a person is about to die, it
is said he can foretell the place of his
next rebirth. Astrologers, aided by
this information, can apparently determine which child born soon after death
is· the reborn notable. At the age of
five the child in question is given
several tests, such as having to pick
out some of the deceased person's personal effects from among those belonging
to someone else. If he passes these
tests his authenticity as a Tulku is
accepted and he is given special training
from that point on. At maturity he can
resume, as it were, his position of
authority in the religious community.
\

The Indian devotees present spend
most of their time here but wander freely to the Buddhist temple and' back. In
the two main rooms of the Hindu shrine
are altars, where people light incense,
drop a few coins in the coffer and,
standing with their hands in prayer~
permit a priest to impress a red dot
in the middle of their foreheads. This ·
red dot, much like a cast mark, symbolizes their adherence to this particular Hindu sect.
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The younger monk, 10-year-old Yongzing-Rimpoche, was apparently head of the
Gelugpa sect in a fonner life and will
one day resume that position. (Rimpoche, meaning "Precious One," is a
title given to high Lamas or Tulkus.)
During the conversation of the three
men the Rimpoche practiced devotions, circling the altar and prostrating before the Buddha on it. Bob and Hugh
of course wanted to talk with him, but
before they could do so he disappeared
into some other part of the temple.
Lakan-Tulku, however, disclosed the
location of other Tibetan monk-refugees
in the north, where we intend to travel
in two or three days.
February 25
Most of our time in Delhi has been
taken up with shopping for the Centermainly for a Buddha for the zendo. Two

days ago we finally located a 19-inch
high Nepalese figure. The Buddha,
fashioned in bronze and coated with
gold leaf, sits the full-lotus posture.
His right hand droops over the fold ed
legs, fingertips touching the ground
in the mudra of "Calling the Earth to
Witness" his Great Enlightenment. The
left hand rests palm up on the upturned feet. His whole manner is
commanding and immediate.
The four of us have a similar reaction to the figures we have · encountered
while shopping, but especially this
one, and that is to want to "liberate"
them from the grasping hands of the
Indian merchants who jam them on their
shelves like so many bags of gold.

-

Interestingly enough, while we were
in front of one shop last night, two
Tibetan monks walked into it selling
Tantric artifacts. When they came out,
we questioned them and discovered that
there are many Tibetan refugees in
Dharmsala, where we plan to go tomorrow.
There are not as many in Darjeeling,
however, as we had been led to understand from Lakan-Tulku 1 s rather broken
English. The Dalai Lama is also in
Dharmsala. Though our schedule has
been too uncertain to write ahead, we
may yet be granted an interview with
him.
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February 27
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Last _night we took the train north
from Delhi to the railhead at Pathencote. The Northern Railways Terminal
in Old Delhi was in a state of bedlam.
Hundreds of people milled about: fruit
vendors, red-caps (red-shirts here),
passengers and the families and friends
they were leaving behind, all ants in
the hill of this antiquated Grand Central Station. The train itself was of
pre-World War II construction, grey,
sooty, unheated and jammed with people.
How the Indians on board ever got
tickets is a wonder! Hugh had to stand
in line a full day and only got tickets
that soon because we are tourists •••
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for the turbaned figures walking sleepily
around the thatched adobe fannhouses and
curious 11 shadoof"* water wells. Arriving
in Pathencote we searched out the local
bus terminal and made plans for a 10 a.m.
bus to Dhannsala.
*The Egyptian Arabic term for a waterraising device used for irrigation in
the East. It consists of !1 pole working
on a pivot. A bucket hangs at one end
and a counterbalance at the other.

We awoke early this morning, the
train steaming through a landscape
which looks like central Ohio except
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Pathencote was full of Indian army
soldiers. Apparently the threat of
China is still strongly felt here. About
ten minutes out of town our bus was
stopped and the four Americans hauled
off. Bob's tape recorder had been seen
andthought to be a radio-transmitter,
and we were suspected of spying. For
a moment we were circled by a crowd of
cold suspicious faces. But Bob played
back his effusive comments on the local
scene to the officer in charge. When we
reboarded the bus, we did so to a chorus
of laughter and cheers.

This entry is made from its side veranda.
We are nestled against the grey forward
wall of the Himalayan range. Stretching far below and away is a twilight
landscape, a tumbling carpet of green
flecked with yellow and gold. Winding
t hrough are shimmering ribbons of blue.
Here and there patches of white reveal
themselves, when peered at, as villages.
A massive hush pervades the atmosphere,
penetrated only by the squawk of an
occasional jay and the quiet sounds of
human activity preparing for night.

Our journey continued into the foothills of the Himalayas. At first the
mountains appeared as frosty clouddraped cones poking above a landscape
of Alpine green. Then the bus began to
climb and we started to enter this rocky
fortress-maze, each turn in the road
sharper and more precipitous.

February 28
Raining today. Hugh and I, draped
in ponchos, climbed the twisting road
to. Upper Dharmsala. Sensei and Bob got
a car ride with some Brazilians who are
making a film on the Tibetans, and met
us at the Dalai Lama's headquarters compound. The Dalai Lama is apparently
.busy preparing a lecture series on the
role of laymen in Buddhism. Tibetan
monks from all over India have convened
to hear him. Now one week old, the
series will last a month, with one

At .. last we pulled into Lower Dharmsala. Unable to put off the sherpa
porters, dressed in burlap, who literally snatched our packs from us, we
hiked to the government guest house.
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three- to four-hour talk a day. Because
of this extremely busy schedule and the
fact that the Dalai Lama has a severe
cold, we will not be able to see him.
However, the Dalai Lama's personal secretary, Tenzing-Geshe (Geshe means
scholar), granted us an interview for
11:30. During the interlude (it was
now 9:30 a.m.) we went over to the main
temple of the compound to sit with the
monks in the damp air as they droned
their morning chants.
Hundreds of men, all in the rust-red
robes of the Yellow Hat Sect of Tantric
Buddhism, sat packed inside the hall or
crowded under the eaves of the great
stone portico circling three sides of
the temple. Sitting beside them on
burlap bags, we shivered against a
clammy chill they hardly seemed to
notice-despite their tattered clothes.
Warmed no doubt by the power of their
song, most of these men actually sang
three notes at once (they are trained
to do so). Their muttered growl seemed
to come from the bowels of the earth.
After forty-five minutes we bowed and
left, wandering silently through the
rain.
A small building near the temple
caught our eye. It was the main kitchen. Clouds of steam and smoke emerged
from its stove-pipe chimney. As we
walked up to the door, the head cook
and two head monks, both over 6 1 4'',
(Sensei said they surely were 'old
timers'), invited us in. Grinning,
Sensei immediately went over to the
taller of the two, a powerful man with
twinkling eyes. Bending over, he patted the man on the stomach, muttering
something about hara. The monk responded with a wide grin, motioning ~£ to
some corner seats by one of three wood
fires. Each of them crackled fiercely
beneath immense black cauldrons.
Chunks of home made bread and mugs
of ghee* were thrust into our hands.
There were about 20 people in the room
-four Americans and 16 Tibetans all

*Tea with clarified butter mixed in.

smiling and staring at one another.
There was an air of shy curiosity too.
Our attempt to bridge the language
barrier with the fact that we were
American Buddhists soon not only melted
the shyness into laughter but actually
seemed to succeed in its own right.
Our mugs were refilled and more bread
supplied. Just as we were warming to
our task of communication, however,
someone looked at his watch. It was
time to leave for our interview with
Tenzing-Geshe, though none of us wanted
to.
A pleasant, bespectacled monk, he
told us in polite but precise English
that an interview with the Dalai Lama
was impossible right now. As to our
search for an authentic "samadhi master," he observe4 that there were few
anywhere. Still, two or three hermitmonks were living in caves on a nearby
mountain, which he pointed out through
a window. These men had come down to
Dharmsala for the Dalai Lama's lectures.
Even so it will also be impossible for
us to talk to them. They have taken
strict vows of silence, and when not
attending the Dalai Lama's talks are
remaining in seclusion in , his private
apartments.
Despite this turn of events, we
pushed on up the mountain. We might
yet discover a samadhi master by ourselves and get him to tell, out of his
own experience, the substance of Tantric
meditational practices.
Our hike led us up to the Tibetan
refugee settlement where, in the village
square, stood a white-washed masonry
structure which measured about twenty to
twenty-five feet on a side. Set vertically into each of the four sides were a
number of drum-shaped prayer wheels. The
wheels were painted red, yellow, blue and
kelly green. A procession of laymen
circled the structure, fingering prayer
beads, chanting sutras and prayers, and
turning the brightly-painted drums one at
a time. All about, a rainbow of Tantric
prayer flags fluttered between the trees.
Further up the mountain we came to a
cluster of three stone houses. A monk in
his early twenties emerged from the
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Tankas are the religious paintings
of Tibetan Buddhism. Their creation is
itself considered a form of meditation.
(Such a close linking of art and meditation is not unknown in the West. Fra
Angelico and Fra Fillipo Lippi, two
masters of the Italian Renaissance,
were monks who prayed for an hour every
morning before picking up the brush.)
Gunilla's schooling consists of making
exact copies of line drawings of Tibetan
deities, as well as watercolor copies
of Tanka paintings. This act itself
requires great concentrative power, because Tanka painting, like the Church
art of the Renaissance, is governed by
rigid aesthetic and iconographic rules.

largest. Two small boys played nearby.
Both children had shaven heads and
would, at age nineteen, take formal
monastic vows.
Conversation with the young man revealed that a Vinayamaster (an expert
in the monastic rules and regulations)
lived in the larger house. The young
man told us he would ask his. master,
apparently unwilling to meet us, where
we might find a samadhi master. In a
little while he returned with several
names, none of which sounded too hopeful, and an apology from the Vinaya
master that he was not qualified to
answer questions about meditation.
During our conversation it was somehow gratifying to see the two boys take
an avid interest in the zoom lens on
Bob's movie camera. Since we have not
been raised in a tradition where children readily train for the monastic life,
we had somehow expected them to be "odd
ducks."

Gunilla's meditation instructor had
assigned her a mantra and the practice
of learning to visualize mentally each
of the more than 200 Tantric deities.
Gunilla said that when one was able
to visualize all or nearly all of them,
(supposedly after many years), one would
be allowed to take up more advanced
practices.

Another interesting event occurred
when the young monk with whom we were
talking said something to the Rimpoche
and then bent down so that the Rimpoche
would touch his head. After this "laying . on of hands" the boy, who actually
seemed bored by doing so, .turned away
almost haughtily. The older Tibetan
monks, however, hav~ been universally
gentle, open and humbleo During our
trek up the mountain we passed one
Tibetan after another, all bright-eyed
and smiling. What is more, they spontaneously put their hands in prayer
when they passed us and each other.

We asked Gunilla if we might speak
with her meditation teacher. She explained that he was not a samadhi master
but only a scholar. If that didn't
matter to us, she would see what she
could do.
A hike with her down the other side
of the mountain brought us to the door
of the young monk who translated at her
lessons. He admitted us with a smile
and told us that Geshe Rabdan could see
us tomorrow. Tihen he showed us his
meditation room, which was filled on
all walls and the ceiling with images
and paintings of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas
and Tantric deities, prayer flags and
flowers.

As our conversation with the young
monk drew to a close, a blond girl in
her early twenties, dressed in Tibetan
clothes, emerged briefly from one of
the smaller buildings to dispose of
dishwater. After expressing our grati•
tude and saying goodbye to our three
acquaintances, we knocked on her door
and were admitted. The girl, named
Gunilla, was from Swed~n. She was in
Dharmsala to study Tanka painting with
a local master and to practice meditation under a teacher in the Yellow Hat
sect (the Dalai Lama's). She had been
here for six months and would probably
remain another six.

February 29
After supper last night we made a
change in schedule. Since Bob and I
want so much to see the rock-cut temples
of Ajanta and Elora, we will leave
Dharmsala for the south this morning.
Hugh and Sensei will stay on for a
couple of days to interview Geshe Rabdan and spend more time with the Tibetans. Their experience here in Dharmsala
will be recorded first and the account
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of our trip to Ajanta and Elora entered
later. We rendezvous in New Delhi on
the 5th.

in America. He answered that the three
of them had only had a short talk and
that years were necessary to come to
real understanding of the Buddha's Way.
However, he felt that the truth of the
Buddhist religion was self-evident, and,
by its nature, compassionate. In it,
he said, even insects are considered
worthy of protection. Therefore, practicing Buddhism helps everyone, he
concluded, but added that hard work is
necessary to realize its goal.

Sensei and Hugh were received by
Geshe Rabdan, who was seated on a bed.
A stocky man of 49 years with dark
black hair (Tibetan monks cut their hair
only once a month), he answered all
their questions in a genial and kindly
manner.
(The recorded conversation from which
this entry is made began with questions
on enlightenment.) Hugh asked if the
Dalai Lama was enlightened. ~she Rabdan said that the Dalai Lama was a
manifestation of Avalokitesvara, the
Bodhisattva of Compassion. Hugh then
asked if he ( the Geshe) was enli.ghtened. The Geshe said no.
In response to another question, the
c,she felt it was all right to practice
astrology if it aided and deepened one's
meditational efforts. His reply, however, was at variance with the Buddha's
repeated admonitions to abstain from
astrology, the occult, and magical
practices.
The Geshe also felt that a monk may
not eat flesh if the animal is killed
for him, but that if the meat is a gift
he may eat it. Sensei pointed out that
the Lankavatara and Surangam~ Sutras
forbid eating meat. The Geshe said that
eating meat increases the desire for it
and decreases the power of compassion.
A meat-eater can be like a tiger. If
one tends to be this way, he ought
never to eat meat, he added.
Hugh inquired how one becomes a monk
in his sect. The Geshe replied that
one first must learn and understand the
meanirtg of a monk's life, that one must
take ordination, and tha~ when one has
reached the age of 20 one may become a
bikkhu. He himself is now 49 and has
been a bikkhu since he was 20. Sensei
and Hugh commented on his youthful look
and his very black hair, and the Geshe
responded that he has been well. The
oldest Tibetan monk in Dharmsala was
79, but he noted that one of the Panchan
Lamas had lived to be 110. '

March 5
Bob and I have been at the Elora and
Ajanta caves for the past three days.
Both sites are found in a dry, hard landscape filled with Banyan trees, some form
of mesquite, and plateaus. Each consists
of a long granite cliff out of which
temple after temple has been carved.

Sensei asked if the GishJ would care
to say any farewell words for Buddhists
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To grasp the scope and power of these
rock-cut shrines, one need only imagine
walking into the Arizona desert and
finding the collections of two or three
great museums hidden in a remote bcx
canyon. The long drive to Elora from
Aurangabad, the local air terminus, was
itself preparation for what was to come.
The barren landscape was uninterrupted
until we reached the hamlet of Elora,
where we _passed through an ancient city
gate, a last ,remnant of some great wall.
Perhaps 20 adobe buildings huddled in
its precincts. The ensuing mile and a
half to the government guest house also
wound past two or three brightly-painted
but dilapidated temples, masterfully
done and witnesses to the transiency
of empire.
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Architecturally, the caves range from
primitive Buddhist viharas (monasteries)
of the 2nd century B.C. to sophisticated
temples of the 8th century A.D., complete with vaulting, an ambulatory,
and a clear-story. Some of these cave
temples are three stories in height
while two of the vaulted ones at Ajanta
and one at Elora actually contain a
stupa thirty feet or more high.
At Elora there are also temples of
the Jain and Hindu religions side by
side with the Buddhist. The large Siva
temple there is especially noteworthy,
being the only one at either Elora or
Ajanta which is not merely hollowed

I
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out of the cliff but is cut free of
the surrounding walls.
The early viharas at both sites are
simply constructed and lack decoration.
They consist mainly of separate cells
no bigger than five by six feet. The
later temples have rooms which seem
to have been designed for group zazen
not only because of their irmnensity
but because of the six-foot to eightfoot high Buddhas which flank the
walls. These Buddhas sit facing out,
as do adherents of the Rinzai Zen sect.

/
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figure. Flanking him are standing
Bodhisattvas easily twelve to fourteen
feet in height. Even so, they are still
dominated by the central Buddha.

The mastery of their execution is overwhelmir.g. Moreover, everything at
both sites--caves, temples and sculpture-have been carved out of the living rock, thus allowing their creators
no room for error.
The average temple room is rectangular and supported by pillars about
four feet square. The flanking walls
contain huge Buddhas. The entrance
wall is covered on the inside with relief carvings illustrating various
scenes from the sutras, and straight in
back, through a six-foot high door, a
smaller room contains the main Buddha
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Small details, however minute, radiate the same intense energy as the
larger carvings. At Ajanta the murals,
victims of time and vandalism, sprawl
in an intricate tapestry around the
walls. Throughout both sites, columns,
lintels, and arches are adorned with a
parade of devas, nagas, BoGhisattvas,
and Buddhas. Foxes, wart-hogs, peacocks, and doves also chase each other
through fields of vines, flowers and
trees. These marvelous vignettes certainly reveal a faith that does not
reject "the world" but merges with it.
They beckon to one's deepest instinct
that the realization of our fundamental
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nature is as little related to an obdurate asceticism as it is to an unrestrained hedonism. Thus they seem
the product of a simple joy whose only
need is to be itself.
In flight now from Bombay to Delhi.
Stilled for the last three days by the
caves' own colossal silence, Bob and I
are at last beginning to compare notes.
Despite the unyielding sun which baked
us dry, the smothering winds which
whistled in from the plain, and the
hours of climbing from one cave to
another, we feel transfigured by what
we have seen, and that perhaps we take
with us some of the ferocious commitment embodied in those granite shrines.
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Next issue: India (II) will
cover the pilgrimage from
Benares to Sarnath, Bodh-Gaya,
Darjeeling, and Calcutta.
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NOTICES

SUNDAY ALL-DAY SITTINGS

CUSHION PROJECT

7 Arnold Park
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Due to the unexpected response to
the cushion project, we are no longer
in a position to make cushions available except to members and those attending Seminars. If you are not a
member of the Center, please send
your order to

July 11
September 19
November 14

August 15
October 17
December 19

All members of the Center are welcome
for the whole day or part of it. There
will be private instruction for contributing members and a recorded Zen
talk by Philip Kapleau. The Center
will provide drinks at noon. Please
bring your own lunch.

Miss Susan Carroll
38 Tracy St. Rochester, N.Y. 14607
who will make your cushions to the
Center's specifications.

COUNTRY LAND
The Center would be grateful for the help and advice of people with
professional experience in engineering, geodesic domes (and alternate
building styles), and any other related aspects of land development and
construction. If you have suggestions or help to offer, please write
to Hugh Curran at the Center.
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THE COUNTRY PLACE MID-JUNE 1971

any rules necessary for your safety
and the protection of the land.)

There are presently about twenty
Center members working, living and
doing zazen on the country land.
Most of them are people who originally moved to Rochester to be close
to the Center and its teacher.
They've struggled through more than
a month of cold and rainy weather,
primitive living conditions and
heavy labor, almost an hour away
from 7 Arnold Park with its orderly
routine and safe shelter, coming
back once or twice a week for
dokusan and a night's sleep out of
the rains.

The work over the rest of this year
and probably the major part of next
year will really be planning and preparing the land that will become the
Rochester country Zen Center. Several
crews are involved full time in finishing a survey which was begun early
this spring. As each section of the
land is surveyed, two draftsmen from
the Center, working with Jim Rose at
his home in Ridgewood, N.J., will
prepare a topographical map of the
entire property.
A third geodesic dome, presently
being constructed, will house a
large-scale model of the land, based
on the map. As Jim prepares working
drawings of each step of the work,
they will be transferred to the
model in three dimensions. In this
way Sensei, the Center's various
consultants, and the workers themselves will always have a clear picture of the work to be done before
it is actually carried out. These
operations will consume the rest of
the year for six to ten fellows.

The heavy labor will be a constant
over the coming years, but there are
now two 23-foot-diameter geodesic
domes with dry solid floors offering
protection from the elements.
The first, which doubles as a
men's dormitory, is a clean, neat
zendo with an imposing bronze Buddha
on the altar. Everyone comes together there three times a day, just as
at Arnold Park, and tape recordings
of Sensei's lectures are played once
or twice a week. The second dome is
a kitchen, women's do1mitory and
rainy-day dining room.

In addition, the pond that is
presently dry will be completed.
Doubtless several more larger ponds
will go in, with some government
help on at least one, and more help
on terracing and irrigation-drainage
ditches. All of this work will be
initially done by the bulldozer. It
will continue only as fast as we can
follow it with hand-built retaining
walls, planting to prevent erosion,
and the construction of foot paths
into the interior of the land where
buildings will eventually be placed.

At the same time that the country
workers have been homesteading these
temporary headquarters, they've been
carrying on with the more permanent
development of the property. The entire aspect of the land has changed
in the last few weeks as Jim Rose,
our architect, directed an excellent
local earth mover in putting through
a new entrance road, which winds
through maple and pine groves up to
what will become the gate house and
first parking fields. Now that this
road is in, the country place is open
on Saturday afternoons and Sundays
for all members to explore and enjoy.
Of course those who can work there
for a week or more at a time are
most welcome to do so. (Please call
the Center for directions to the land
and camping areas before you go.
Someone will be out there to explain

There remains about j25,000 in the
Country Land Fund, which will cover
the major part of the planning expenses. Still, when the construction
of buildings begins late next year
or early in 1973, a great deal more
financial support will be needed.
Members and friends of the Center
who believe in its work will want to
remember this in the months ahead.
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THE TRAVELS OF HSVAN-TSANG

Hsiian-tsang was a 7th century, A.D., Chinese Master of the
Tripitaka, the "Three Baskets" of Buddhist literature: the
sutras (collections of thg Buddha's discourses), the Vinaya
(Buddhist moral precepts), and the Abhidharma (philosophical
elucidations of Buddhist doctrine). He is remembered chiefly
for his sixteen-year pilgrimage to Buddhist shrines in India
in search of Sanskrit texts, of which he brought back over
600. A highly cultivated mandarin and fervent Buddhist monk,
his account of lis trip is the paradigm of a travel journal.
Part of it is quoted here. It was taken from Rene Grousset's
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE BUDDHA, published by George Routledge
& Sons, Ltd., London.

Kashmir next attracted HsUan-tsang. "He climbed heights abounding in
precipices, crossed a bridge of iron, and after going a thousand li, reached
the kingdom of Chia-shih-mi-lo. 11 He himself has left us a very picturesque
description of this "aerial paradise." "The country has a circumference of
seven hundred leagues, and its four frontiers have a background of mountains
of a prodigious height. It is reached by very narrow passes. That is why
none of the neighboring princes has been able to attack it successfully.
On the western side the capital adjoins a large river. The country around
is suitable for the cultivation of grain and produces a great abundance of
flowers and fruits ••• The climate is cold and glacial; much snow falls,
but there is little wind ••• The inhabitants are very good-looking, but they
are too crafty in disposition. They wear woollen caps and white cotton
c lathes. 11
In these Himalayan valleys, strange legends were handed down, magnified
under the influence of the mountain solitudes. "One sees (on the heights)
stupas which contain relics of great saints. The wild animals and mountain
apes gather flowers to pay them homage. In all the seasons of the year
they continue their pious offerings; it seems as though they were fulfilling a prescribed duty. 11 Spirits were seen riding on the summits: "On
this mountain many things are seen which smack of the miraculous. Sometimes a wall of rock appears to be split across; or, on a high summit,
one discerns the tracks of a horse; but all these things have a deceptive
appearance. They are the arhats or srama~as, out in a body on a pleasure
expedition, who have traced drawings with their fingers, or, galloping
on horse-back, have left the tracks of hoofs. It would be difficult to
give detailed information about all these strange occurrences ••• "
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